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Picture Product Description Material Application

Corner trim WPC Decking

Hollow joist WPC Decking

Post Aluminum Fencing

Post WPC Fencing

Solid joist WPC Decking

Composite cap WPC Balustrade

Composite cap WPC Fencing

Spacer clip & screw Aluminum Hidden fasteners of decking

Starter clip & screw Aluminum Hidden fasteners of decking

T spacer clip & screw Plastic Hidden fasteners of decking
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Who we are?
Shanghai Unifloor New Material Co., Ltd was established in 2012, is a specialized WPC products
manufacturer. Our products include traditional composite decking, capped composite decking,
3D embossing composite decking, composite benches, composite planter boxes, composite deck
tiles, composite fencing, composite cladding, composite balustrade, and composite pergola. We
are determined to provide more families with a more eco-friendly, more convenient, and higher
cost-effective outdoor decoration experience.

Why us?
With nearly 10 years of experience, Unifloor offers high-quality products supported by hi-tech
and professional service. Unifloor is honored to cooperate with over 1,300 customers around the
world. We adhere to the details, and we only make products that can stand the test of time by
paying attention to every detail. Reliable product quality and considerate customer service are
the principles we have been upholding since our establishment. We will always strive to improve
product quality and service and aspire to become the best WPC manufacturer in China.

What can we provide?

Capped WPC decking 3D embossing WPC decking WPC decking

https://unifloorwpc.com/
mailto:info@unifloorwpc.com


Composite wall panel Composite fence board DIY deck tiles

Composite bench Composite planter box Composite balustrade Composite pergola kit

Applications

Terrace Decking Tiles Composite Pool Fencing

Backyard Composite Decking Composite Pergola

https://unifloorwpc.com/product-deck-tiles
https://unifloorwpc.com/product-composite-fencing
https://unifloorwpc.com/product-deep-embossing-wpc-decking
https://unifloorwpc.com/product-composite-pergola


Composite Planter Box Composite Bench

Backyard Composite Decking Balcony WPC Decking

WPCWall Panel Composite Balustrade

https://unifloorwpc.com/product-composite-planter-boxes
https://unifloorwpc.com/product-composite-bench
https://unifloorwpc.com/product-capped-composite-decking
https://unifloorwpc.com/product-traditional-wpc-decking
https://unifloorwpc.com/product-composite-cladding
https://unifloorwpc.com/product-decking-balustrade

